
HEYTESBURY - BISHOPSTROW - MIDDLE HILL

6 m. Start from opposite Red Lion Inn. ST 924 426. Park on road side

Walk along the road west from the cars to reach the A36 at a roundabout at ST 917 429. Cross with care 

and take the minor road opposite going more or less west. Cross the railway bridge and take a footpath 

down steps after the bridge on the right. Walk NW across a field to cottages (one an old bakery) at ST 911 

431. Continue on the same line to a road junction and take the footpath NW to a minor road left (Watery 

Lane) at ST 899 440. Turn left down this lane for .3 mile and turn right at ST 896 437. Continue on the FP 

to pass the church and then turn right to a path going NNE.. Continue on this to the B3414 at ST 896 442. 

Turn left and then right in 100 m. Go NE passing Bishopstrow House on the right and reach the railway 

bridge after .5 m at ST 898 449. Cross a military road at ST 899 450 and continue uphill NE for 200 m. 

Stop here for coffee.

After coffee, continue for 300 m to ST 9041 4554 where turn right on the Imber Perimeter path. Continue 

SE for 300m to the military road again at ST 9072 4525. Turn right uphill for a few metres then take the 

rising path left to climb up Middle Hill. Continue over the hill to a farm road at ST 910 447. Turn left and 

right to continue to climb Scratchbury Hill. At ST 907 449 turn left to contour around the hill going ESE 

then S then SW to ST 914 443. Here head SE again to pass tumuli on the right and reach a strip Of 

woodland at ST 9222 4316. Enter wood and emerge on other side at ST 9232 4316 and turn right. Head S 

then east t0 St 9238 4293 where turn right to drop down steeply to the A36 at ST 924 428. Cross with care 

and continue on a path S the other side, through a rough area to a road at ST 924 427. Then continue S to 

the Inn and cars.
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